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Abstract

This article is in the context of the Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) frame-
work, and addresses more speci�cally the automation of dictation exercises. It presents a
method for correcting learners' copies. Based around Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tools, this method is original in two respects. First, it exploits the composition of �nite-
state machines, to both detect and delimit the errors. Second, it uses automatic morpho-
syntactic analysis of the original dictation, which makes it easier to produce super�cial
and in-depth linguistic feedback. The system has been evaluated on a corpus of 115 copies
including 1,532 copy errors. The accuracy of the error detection is 99%. The super�cial
feedback is 97.2% correct, the in-depth feedback 96%, and the morpho-syntactic analysis
87.7%.

1. Introduction

For some years now, the standard of native French speakers' spelling has been dropping
signi�cantly (Manesse 2007). This involves all levels in the society, including students in
higher and university education. And yet the experts note that a proper command of the
language is vital, both for successful completion of studies and for successful integration into
the socio-professional environment (Didier and Fairon 2006). In order to make up for these
shortcomings, special classes are being o�ered in certain disciplines. But overall, teachers
consider that few high-quality tools are available to them, and above all that they have little
time to devote to this speci�c subject, which very often does not form part of their basic
teaching (Didier and Seron 2006).

In order to address this problem, we are currently developing the PlatON platform1,
which comes within the scope of Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL). Accessible
on line2, this platform is dedicated to spelling and is aimed at both native and non-native
speakers, provided the latter already have an advanced command of the language, both oral
and written3. PlatON di�ers in this respect from the other CALL platforms, which are
primarily devoted to second language learners.

PlatON has been thought of as a collaborative platform. On the one side, teachers create
courses and add exercises to them. On the other side, learners register to a course and do

1. PlatON stands for PLATeforme d'aide à l'enseignement et à l'apprentissage de l'Orthographe sur le Net
(�a spelling-dedicated online platform to help teachers and learners�).

2. Address: www.normalink.com/platon. At the time of writing, the website is still under development.
3. The system is intended for foreign learners of levels C1 and C2 de�ned by the Common European

Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL, Council of Europe and Education 2001).
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the exercises. PlatON is currently concentrating on French, but will gradually open up to
other languages, including most likely Dutch and English �rst.

In traditional teaching, three types of exercises are proposed to the learner: closed, open
and semi-open. A closed exercise restricts the learner's choice of answers. This is the case
of cloze4 and multiple choice tests. An open exercise allows the learner to produce a free
answer, hardly predictable. A good example of this is the essay question. In between, semi-
open exercises allow several answers, but restrict the answer to a �nite set of possibilities.
We must draw the attention to the fact that this set is unknown to the learner, and even
to the teacher himself. Its size greatly depends on lexical and syntactic variations implicitly
allowed by the question. A well-known semi-open exercise is guided translation.

Nowadays, in commercial CALL applications, exercises are automated: the system itself
asks the learner, checks the correctness of the answer and returns feedback to the learner,
without any human intervention. Because of this, exercises are limited to the closed type,
which is seen by suppliers as a means of ensuring the quality of the feedback o�ered and,
in doing so, respecting a basic principle of teaching and learning: to avoid distracting the
learner by o�ering incorrect explanations (Tschichold 2006).

The experts, however, consider that it may be very productive to o�er semi-open ex-
ercises, which encourage spontaneity of answers because they avoid indicating the location
of the di�culty too explicitly (Desmet 2006). Meeting this expectation is one of PlatON's
primary objectives. Our initial assumption was that answers to semi-open exercises must be
manageable by automated systems, because they belong to a �nite set of possibilities which,
somehow, must be predictable.

In the speci�c area of spelling teaching and learning, one possible semi-open exercise is dicta-
tion. Dictation is an educational exercise, frequently used in the French-speaking world, the
objective of which is to assess the standard quality of a learner's spelling. In this exercise,
a person reads aloud a text to a learner, who copies it down on paper. This copy is then
manually corrected, typically by a teacher. Paradoxically, this exercise that is traditional in
the teaching of French as a native language has been disparaged for a long time by numerous
educationalists: they regard it as a means of checking rather than as a learning exercise,
and criticize its arti�ciality, detached from the real use of the language (Ja�ré 1992).

However, a number of studies have highlighted the pertinence of dictation as a means
of assessment and improvement of the language pro�ciency level. Thus, in terms of second
language learning, Irvine et al. (1974) observed a high degree of correlation between the
results obtained in the TOEFL (Test Of English as Foreign Language) and the results
obtained in dictation. Rahimi (2008), for his part, has compared the progress of two groups
of Iranians learning English. In this study, only one of the groups performed a dictation
at each session, the main di�culties of which were discussed after correction at the next
session. The results obtained have revealed that even though both groups did make some
progress, the standard achieved in grammar, reading, vocabulary, and aural comprehension
by the group who had performed dictations was signi�cantly higher.

4. A cloze test consists of a portion of text with certain words removed. The learner is then asked to supply
the missing words.
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In the same line of thinking, we may speculate that metalinguistic re�ection by the
learner on his own errors and the reorientation of the teaching o�ered in accordance with
the learner's errors is likely to increase the standard achieved at the end of a course. Nat-
urally, applying this sort of approach manually, for a group of learners of a certain size,
would soon become unmanageable for the teacher, who would have great di�culty adapting
to each learner's di�culties. It is here that the interest of automating the exercise within
a CALL platform ought to be seen: depending on the learner's actual di�culties, the sys-
tem would be able to direct them towards reading sheets relevant to them, and o�er them
tailored exercises, maximizing the emphasis on the speci�c di�culty to be addressed within
a text. This is the context within which we are developing PlatON: the idea is to develop
the exercise of dictation from the `punishment' tool it used to be into an e�ective means of
targeting the areas to be revised and practising self-training.

Within the context of a platform that seeks to be comprehensive, automating an exercise
like dictation requires three distinct phases to be taken into account: (1) support for the
introduction of a new dictation by the teacher; (2) automation of the exercise as performed
by the students, during which the dictation must be read aloud to them and their copy must
be saved; (3) correction of the learner's copy and displaying the result.

In a previous paper (Beaufort and Roekhaut 2011), we concentrated on the third phase,
presenting the main aspects of an original algorithm for automatic dictation correction.
Here, we propose to present this algorithm in context, explaining how it integrates into the
PlatON platform. We also give an in-depth description of the algorithm and a complete
evaluation of its performance.

Section 2 situates automatic dictation and the notion of feedback within CALL. Sec-
tion 3 presents the tools we use, as a prerequisite for understanding the correction algorithm
detailed in section 4. This algorithm is organized schematically into three phases: detecting
errors, tagging errors and establishing feedback. We then evaluate the system in section 5
before concluding in section 6.

2. State of the art

Little work has been done directly concerning automation of dictation. The most signi�-
cant work in this �eld is probably that of Santiago-Oriola (1998). Her system, DICTOR,
automates all the stages in the performance of a conventional dictation. The area of this
work which we are interested in here is the proposed correction method: this is based on
the fact that the link between the written form and the pronunciation is not easy to learn in
French: only 80�85% of the letters in a given text represent a phoneme, which is the cause
of many spelling mistakes (Catach 1995). On this basis, the correction proposed is split into
two modules: the �rst takes care of detecting and classifying errors by performing an align-
ment of the original and the copy, in accordance with phonogramic5 and morphogramic6

transformation rules. Then, the second module simply selects pre-de�ned feedback, selected

5. Phonetic equivalence of certain graphemes. For example, �eau", �au�, and �o� are all pronounced as /o/
in French.

6. Morphological variations of graphemes on the paradigmatic axis: gender and number of nouns and
adjectives, persons of verbs.
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according to the transformation rules applied in the �rst module. Hence we may consider
that the correction is obtained in one go, given that all the intelligence of the system lies in
the �rst module. The system has been tested in a CM2 class7 on three very short texts (11,
19, and 41 words). For these three dictation exercises, the class was split into three groups
having equivalent levels in spelling. The �rst group was a control group that performed the
dictation in the traditional way; the other groups used DICTOR. The evaluation covered
the ergonomics of the system and demonstrated the pupils' and their teacher's interest in
using the tool, despite the di�culty associated with the use of a computer keyboard. It has
not been tested on a larger scale, and the error detection and feedback performance has not
been evaluated.

More recently, the dictation software La Dictée interactive has been presented in ALSIC,
devoted to language learning (Ruggia 2000). This article, concentrating on presenting the
tool's potential, gives only one piece of information about the error correction method: it
targets common errors amongst Italian-speaking learners at false-beginner8 level in French.
Hence we claim that this method is not very generic.

In the last few years, dictation has completely disappeared from the scienti�c literature.
However, in the �eld of semi-open exercises, we can note the work by Desmet and Héroguel
(2005), whose foreign language learning platform allows, among other things, the correction
of sentences translated from a source language into a target language. The correction princi-
ple proposed is not dissimilar to the dictation exercise in which the original is available: the
idea here is to produce several expected answers (the �originals�), and to select, by approxi-
mate string matching, the formulation to which the learner's answer is closest. The system,
which operates at word level, then indicates the errors to the learner by replacing a wrong
word with XXX, a super�uous word by (XXX), and a missing word by (. . . ). However, it
does not o�er any other form of feedback.

As far as we are aware, commercial applications do not yet incorporate NLP-based diagnos-
tic tools, a fact that was also noted by L'haire (2004). Yet Heift (2004) has demonstrated
the real impact in pedagogic terms of correction methods that indicate the location of the
error and provide a linguistic explanation for it.

In the scienti�c world, two very interesting approaches have been suggested. The one by
L'haire and Vandeventer Faltin (2003) applies to open exercises: sentences produced freely
by learners in response to questions posed. In this context, the diagnostic system operates
in three stages: (1) analysis of the lexical forms in order to detect forms that are not in the
vocabulary, (2) production of the parse tree for the sentence, then progressive relaxation of
local restrictions in order to detect agreement errors between elements, and (3) comparison
of the deep semantic structures of the learner's sentence and the answer expected by the
teacher. At each stage, the system presents the errors detected to the learner, who has to
correct their sentence before the next stage is applied to it. It would not be possible to apply
this type of approach to dictation, given the interactions required with the learner before
�nal feedback is provided.

7. Primary school class, approximate age 9�10 years.
8. A false-beginner is a language learner who starts to study a language from the beginning again, although

he already has a slight knowledge of it, varying between levels A1 and A2 of the CEFRL.
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In the context of automatic correction of automatically-generated closed exercises, Kraif
and Ponton (2007) establish feedback by comparing the expected answer and the answer
given by the learner on various levels. The comparison �rst looks at graphical di�erences
(capitals/lowercase, space errors). If the incorrect form is not in the lexicon, the feedback
is established in accordance with the degree of di�erence between the two forms. The
feedback then indicates accent errors (di�erences in diacritics), lexical spelling mistakes
(slight di�erences between the forms) or form errors (substantial di�erences between the
form). If the incorrect form is present in the lexicon, the feedback is established in accordance
with the similarities and di�erences in the morpho-syntactic analysis of the two forms. In
this way, if both forms belong to the same lemma but di�er in gender or number, the feedback
will indicate a grammatical error in gender or number. If the two forms come from di�erent
lemmas, despite having an identical grammatical analysis, the system will indicate to the
user that the answer given is correct, but is di�erent from the answer expected. The way
we produce the automatic feedback in PlatON shares many similarities with this approach.

3. Prerequisites

The correction algorithm presented in section 4 is entirely implemented using �nite-state
machines (FSMs) and depends on a morpho-syntactic analysis of the dictation original.

Finite-state machines. Due to the brevity of this overview, we urge the reader who is
not familiar with FSMs to consult the state-of-the-art literature (Mohri et al. 2000, Mohri
et al. 2001, Mohri and Riley 1997, Roche and Schabes 1997). FSMs, which include �nite-state
automata (FSAs), �nite-state transducers (FSTs) and their weighted counterparts (WFSAs
and WFSTs), can be seen as de�ning both a class of graphs and a class of languages.

An FSM can simply be considered as an oriented graph with labels on each arc. Transi-
tions of FSAs are labeled with symbols from a single alphabet Σ, while transitions of FSTs
are labeled with both input and output symbols belonging to two di�erent alphabets Σ1

and Σ2. Weighted machines put weights on transitions in addition to the symbols.

One may also consider FSMs as de�ning the class of regular languages. In this de�nition,
an FSA is an acceptor : it represents the set of strings over Σ for which there is a path from
the initial state to a �nal state of the graph. In contrast, an FST translates strings of a
�rst language over Σ1 into strings of a second language over Σ2; hence, it de�nes relations
between languages. In weighted machines, weights, which encode probabilities or distances,
are accumulated along paths to compute either the overall weight of a string (in WFSAs),
or the overall weight of mapping an input string to an output string (in WFSTs). WFSMs
are thus a natural choice for solving the n-best-strings problem.

A few fundamental theoretical properties make FSMs very �exible, powerful and e�cient.
Among them, the composition (◦), a generalization of automata intersection: from an FST
T1 working on Σ1 and Σ2, and an FST T2 working on Σ2 and Σ3, the composition computes
their intersection on Σ2 and builds the FST T3 working on Σ1 and Σ3. Our algorithm
directly relies on this operation.

Another very important property of FSMs is their ability to model sets of rewrite rules
(Johnson 1972). Rewrite rules take the following general form:

φ → ψ :: λ _ ρ (1)
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which indicates that φ must be rewritten as ψ when surrounded by λ and ρ. This general
form may be extended to allow for weighted optional rules:

φ ?→ ψ :: λ _ ρ / w (2)

which expresses that the replacement φ ?→ ψ is optional, but gets the weight w when
it occurs. Developed in the framework of generative phonology, these rules are now widely
used in many areas of natural language processing.

We used our own �nite-state tools: a �nite-state machine library and its associated
compiler (Beaufort 2008). In conformance with the format of the library, the compiler
builds �nite-state machines from weighted rewrite rules, weighted regular expressions and
n-gram models.

Morpho-syntactic analysis. The analysis of the dictation original is produced by the
eLite system (Beaufort and Ruelle 2006, Beaufort 2008). This analyzer stores its analysis of
a text in the layered structure depicted in Figure 1. The goal of the Token layer is to identify
sequences forming one unit, like urls, phones or currencies. At this level, a lexical form is
considered as an Alphabetical Token. The Unit layer gathers lexical forms like compound
nouns (pomme de terre, `potato') or verbs (a mangé, `has eaten'), to make the contextual
disambiguation easier, by attributing a single category to the whole unit (pomme de terre,
noun), (a mangé, verb). The Word layer is the smallest sequence of characters considered to
form one unit. In an Alphabetical Token, aWord is an in�ected form. In a Url Token, aWord

is a part of the url, like the protocol, the hostname or the domain. In a Punctuation Token

made of several punctuation marks (for instance, a double quote followed by a period), a
Word is a single punctuation mark. Spaces are not stored in the structure. When the text
in the data structure is printed out, a SmartPrint function regenerates the spaces required
in accordance with the typographic conventions of the language concerned.

eLite �rst pre-processes the whole text to detect paragraphs, sentences and tokens. Then,
it carries out, sentence by sentence, a morphological analysis and a contextual disambigua-
tion. The morphological analysis performs, at theWord level, a lexicon look-up to determine
the set of possible categories for each word given its token kind. Then, it creates the Unit

level by detecting compounds. The contextual disambiguation works at the Unit level, and
applies a statistical language model (Beaufort et al. 2002) to reduce the set of categories of
each unit to the most likely given the context.

Integration into PlatON. When a new text is added by a teacher on the platform, the
system prepares it for dictation: �rst, it produces its morpho-syntactic analysis, then it
generates a vocal version of it9.

Each time a learner starts an exercise, the system loads the associated analysis and
sound �les. Guided by the analysis, the system lets the learner listen and type down only

9. The platform allows the teacher to choose between synthetic and natural speech. The synthetic speech
is automatically generated by eLite, which is a text-to-speech synthesizer. The natural speech is simply
recorded using a dedicated �ash recorder.

Paragraph → Sentence → Token → Unit → Word

Figure 1: Layered structure of eLite
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one sentence at a time. This allows the system to unambiguously identify the sentence
boundaries10 in the learner's copy, even if the learner makes mistakes and involuntarily
deletes (parts of) sentences.

At the end of the exercise, original, copy and morpho-syntactic analysis of the original
are sent to the correction module, which performs its work. The morpho-syntactic analysis
supports the correction module on two levels:

1. the presence of sentence boundaries allows the correction module to be applied sentence
by sentence, considerably reducing the complexity of the process;

2. the category associated to each Word of the text contributes to the third part of the
correction, the feedback establishment.

When the correction is �nished, the result is stored in the databases of the system and
linked to the learner's account, which makes it available to both the learner and the teacher.
The result is presented to the user as an HTML page in which errors are highlighted in red
(see Figure 6). When the user passes the mouse pointer over an error, the corresponding
feedback appears in a pop-up window, which lasts until the user takes the mouse o� the
error (see Figure 7).

4. Correction algorithm

Figure 2 shows an example of an original and a copy. This arti�cial text is used as the basis
for Figures 3, 4 and 5, which illustrate the various steps in the algorithm. Figures 6 and
7 show the result of the whole algorithm applied on this example. The correction algorithm
involves three stages:

1. detection of error positions and boundaries;

2. for each error, assignment of tags allowing the type of error to be characterized;

3. for each error, generation of feedback on the basis of the tags assigned in (2). At this
stage, if necessary, a comparison of the morpho-syntactic analyses of the correct and
incorrect forms is performed.

Detection. Detection of the learner's errors is based on alignment of the original and copy
sentences. This principle is the sole point of comparison with the algorithm by Santiago-
Oriola (1998). Our alignment is based on the theoretical foundations of the standard edit
distance and its enhanced version in the form of �nite-state machines.

Conventionally, the alignment of two sequences is calculated by approximate string
matching via their edit distance (Damerau 1964, Levenshtein 1966). Now, standard edit
distance allows only basic operations: substitution, insertion and deletion of a character,
and transposition of two adjacent characters. In our case, this poses a problem, because
learner errors often correspond to substitutions of the type �n-m�, where n characters are
replaced by m characters: �-es`� ↔ �-ent�, �ait� ↔ �-aient�, �-er� ↔ �-ées�, etc. In the context

10. An invisible �Sentence Boundary� marker is inserted after each sentence.
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of standard edit distance, n-m substitution is modelled in the form of several edit opera-
tions; this tends to move it away from pertinent solutions, given that the distance attributed
to it ends up being the sum of several operations. In order to circumvent this limitation,
we have resorted to using �nite-state machines and a method that we have described in
(Beaufort 2010): given two sequences x and y represented in the form of �nite-state au-
tomata X and Y, we construct the weighted transducer E corresponding to the set E of
possible alignments between x and y. This set is obtained through the cascade of composi-
tion:

E = X ◦ F ◦ Y (3)

where F is a weighted transducer that models the accepted edit operations. The best
alignment between x and y corresponds to the best path in E , obtained by calculation of the
shortest path of a graph. The method is called `�ltered composition', because the weighted
transducer F can be regarded as a �lter that determines the size of the intersection between
x and y. The �lter F is compiled into the form of a transducer F using a set of context-free
weighted optional rewrite rules:

ais ?→ ait / 1
ais ?→ aient / 1
ait ?→ ais / 1
a ?→ e / 1.5
a ?→ b / 2
a ?→ " " / 7
. . .

These rules were designed manually. The complete set counts 25,962 rules. A signi�cant part
of them describes how morphological su�xes of French may be confused because of phonetic
equivalences, while the other focuses on substitutions of single characters. Weights were
tuned without any try on the test set used for the evaluation (see Section 5). The idea was
just to give preference to phonetically-equivalent su�xes (ais ↔ ait), then to substitutions
of characters belonging to the same class (a and e are both vowels) and �nally, to rewrites
between letters and separators (a ↔ � �).

The error detection algorithm is entirely built around this principle and is split into three
stages:

Original Copy

Le plus jeune pourrait demander Le jeune pourraient demandé

un entretien au conseil, quoi qu'en run n'entretien au conseil quoiqu'en

disent ses aînés et quelles qu'en dise ces aîners et qu'elles quen

soient les conséquences. soient les conséquences.

Figure 2: An example of a dictation and learner's copy. Translation: �The youngest might
request an interview to the council, no matter what his elders say and whatever
the consequences.�
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(1) the original sentence x and the copy y are converted into �nite-state automata X and
Y. The two automata are composed via the �lter F . The result of this composition, the
transducer E of the possible alignments between x and y, is then reduced to its best path
E ′, corresponding to the best alignment of x and y;
(2) the transducer E ′ is converted into three vectors: one for the original sentence, one for the
copy, and one for the weighting associated with the operations performed. In the weighting
vector, a positive weighting indicates the start of an edit operation (Figure 3 a);
(3) the three vectors are run through in parallel in order to enclose the errors within markers
[ and ] which indicate their boundaries. The system considers that an error starts when the
weighting is other than 0, and ends when the weighting becomes 0 again and both letter
vectors represent identical characters (Figure 3 b).

At this stage, the proper detection is �nished, and the tagging phase can begin.

Error tagging. The objective of tagging is to perform the best possible classi�cation of
the errors, in order to make feedback easier. To this end, we identify:
(1) errors within a word, whose position is noted: at the beginning (BeginWord), at the end
(EndWord), or within the word (InWord). These tags are not mutually exclusive: one word
may contain several errors located in di�erent positions;
(2) errors that span across several words (MultiWord);
(3) errors between two words (BetWord);
(4) Missing (WordMiss) or spurious (WordExtra);
(5) errors consisting exclusively of separators (OnlySep), whether punctuation or spaces.

We recall the reader that a word here refers to an element in the Word layer, which
can be a lexical form or a punctuation mark. Because spaces are not stored in the data
structure, a space error (spurious or missing) will be tagged BetWord. On the other hand,
a lexical form or a punctuation mark added between two words will be tagged WordExtra,
and an omitted lexical form or punctuation mark will be tagged WordMiss.

Hence it is necessary to identify the word boundaries in the dictation and copy vectors.
To achieve this, we insert markers: { at the start of a word, and } at the end of a word.
These will make it easier to subsequently calculate the tags to be assigned to the errors.

The word boundary marker insertion algorithm is guided by the linguistic data structure.
Going through the elements in theWord layer makes it possible to identify the boundaries of
the current word in the dictation vector, and to insert the markers in the positions identi�ed
in the two vectors (Figure 4 a). Then the marker positions are adjusted where necessary, in
order to include within the current word the contiguous errors corresponding to insertions
of alphabetic characters (Figure 4 b). This is the case with the `r' at the start of the form
`run', which will be included into the word and tagged BeginWord. On the other hand, the
`n' at the start of the form `n'entretien' will not be included in the word, because of the
presence of a separator, the apostrophe. This insertion, left outside the word, will be tagged
WordExtra.

Once the calculation of the tags to be assigned to the errors surrounding a word is
�nished, the errors and their tags are entered into the data structure. When the error is an
inserted word (WordExtra) or involves a space omitted or inserted (BetWord), an element
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a.

... d e m a n d e r _ u n _ _ e n t r e t i e n ...

... d e m a n d é _ r u n n ’ e n t r e t i e n ...

... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

... d e m a n d [ e r ] [ _ ] u n [ _ _ ] e n t r e t i e n ...

... d e m a n d [ é _ ] [ r ] u n [ n ’ ] e n t r e t i e n ...b.

... d e m a n d e r _ u n _ _ e n t r e t i e n ...

... d e m a n d é _ r u n n ’ e n t r e t i e n ...

... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...

... d e m a n d [ e r ] [ _ ] u n [ _ _ ] e n t r e t i e n ...

... d e m a n d [ é _ ] [ r ] u n [ n ’ ] e n t r e t i e n ...

Figure 3: Detection of error positions and boundaries

a.

... [ _ ] { u n } [ _ _ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... [ r ] { u n } [ n ’ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... { [ _ ] u n } [ _ _ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... { [ r ] u n } [ n ’ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

b.

... [ _ ] { u n } [ _ _ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... [ r ] { u n } [ n ’ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... { [ _ ] u n } [ _ _ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

... { [ r ] u n } [ n ’ ] { e n t r e t i e n } ...

Figure 4: Detection of word boundaries

is created at the appropriate point in the Word layer and receives the error and the relevant
tags.

Feedback. At this stage, all the information available is saved in the Word elements of
the data structure: the morpho-syntactic analysis of the correct form and, if there has been
an error, the incorrect form and the tagging generated. Feedback is only triggered for Word

elements containing an error. Overall, the errors concern one of these three categories: (1) a
separator, (2) a word or (3) a sequence of several adjacent forms (words/spaces/punctuation
marks).

Whatever the category, two tags directly decide on the feedback: WordMiss andWordEx-

tra. The word, punctuation or sequence is labelled as �missing� if the tag is WordMiss (Fig-
ure 7 a and e), and �spurious� if the tag is WordExtra (Figure 7 c). Other feedback is only
proposed when none of these two tags is associated with the error.

The BetWord tag indicates that a separator is missing, or spurious: a missing separator
may indicate a merging into a form that is in the lexicon (quoi que → quoique, qu'elles →
quelles); a spurious separator, a split into several forms that are in the lexicon (quoique
→ quoi que, quelles → qu'elles). Thus if the tags lead it to do so, the feedback algorithm
starts by testing an error across several words, and only o�ers other feedback if this test has
failed. However, for clarity, we are going to start by detailing the operation of the feedback
on separators and on lexical forms.

1) When the tag associated with a separator error (punctuation or space) is neither
WordMiss, WordExtra nor BetWord, the feedback is very simple to produce. The separator
is incorrect, and the feedback simply indicates that a di�erent separator was expected.

2) A word error may be lexical and/or grammatical. An error is lexical if the incorrect
form is out-of-vocabulary (run, Figure 7 b, does not belong to the French lexicon) or belongs
to the same category as the correct form, but has a di�erent lemma (sceptique ↔ septique).
An error is grammatical if the incorrect form exhibits grammatical features that di�er from
those of the correct form (parle ↔ parles di�er in terms of the person). An incorrect form
may of course include both lexical and grammatical errors (di�érent ↔ di�érant includes a
lemma error and a category error). In order to o�er one of these elements of feedback, we
start by looking up the incorrect form in the lexicon. If the form is not present there, it is
deemed to be out-of-vocabulary. Otherwise, the idea is to compare the linguistic analysis
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adopted when the dictation was prepared to the lattice of possible analyses proposed by the
lexicon for the incorrect form, and to adopt the incorrect form analysis that is closest to
that of the correct form. Whether considering a form that is correct or incorrect, a linguistic
analysis is always made up of a lemma and the following grammatical features: tense/mood,
gender, number, person. The method we are using for comparing analyses is very similar
to the alignment method we have presented above. It is illustrated in Figure 5: the correct
form analysis (a1) and the lattice of incorrect form analyses (a2) are compiled into �nite-
state automata (A1 and A2 respectively). On this basis, the best analysis to be retained
for the incorrect form (A′2) corresponds to the best path from the composition of these two
automata via a �lter Ft:

A′2 = Best(A1 ◦ Ft ◦ A2) (4)

where the �lter allows weighted conversions between grammatical features. For example, an
in�nitive may be converted into a past participle at a cost of 1 and into a noun at a cost of
5. Hence the best path between the two analyses is the one that produces the least-costly
feature conversions.
When the lemmas for the two forms di�er (sceptique ↔ septique), the composition of the
automata fails. In this event, the error is at least lexical (Figure 7 g). However, we still
have to select the analysis of the incorrect form and to test for a possible grammatical error.
The same calculation is for this reason reproduced on two new automata, containing only
the grammatical features of the two forms to be compared. This composition always yields
a result.

3) In principle, the analysis of a sequence error is performed in the same way as for a
word: the incorrect sequence is looked up in a lexicon. However, if no result is returned, the
sequence is not considered to be out-of-vocabulary; the feedback is simply oriented towards
one of the other two error types.
Looking up the incorrect sequence in the lexicon di�ers in two respects from looking up a
word: the sequence to be looked up has to be constructed, and an appropriate lexicon has
to be selected.
In the case of a missing separator (quoique for quoi que, quelles for qu'elles), it is assumed
that the incorrect form is a word. Correct words (for example, quoi and que) are in this
case concatenated without a separator (quoique) and looked up in the same lexicon as that
used for analysing word errors (Figure 7 f).
In the case of a spurious separator (quoi que for quoique, qu'elles for quelles), it is as-
sumed that the incorrect form contains several individual correct forms. In this case, the
fragments of words (for example, qu and elles) are concatenated around the spurious sepa-
rator (qu'elles) and looked up in a lexicon corresponding to the following regular expression
(Figure 7 h):

(WordApo | (Word Sep))+ Word (5)

where WordApo is a word ending in an apostrophe (d', qu', etc.) and Sep is a space or
hyphen. Thus this expression simply permits a sequence of words that obey the typographic
conventions for French.
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demander

INFINIT

INFINIT:SPACE/20

INFINIT:SYMBOL/20

INFINIT:ADJ/20

INFINIT:ADV/20

INFINIT:DET/20
INFINIT:NOUN/5

INFINIT:PARTPASSE/1

INFINIT:PARTPRES/1

INFINIT:AUX/1

INFINIT:VERB/1

IfPr

IfPr:IdPr/2

IfPr:IdPa/2

IfPr:SbPr/2
IfPr:SbIm/2
IfPr:CdPr/2

IfPr:PtPr/2

IfPr:PtPa/2

IfPr:TND

GND
GND:Msc
GND:Fem

PND

PND:1st
PND:2nd
PND:3rd

NND
NND:Sg
NND:Pl

1. Automaton A1 of the correct form enhanced by the �lter Ft

demand
e
é

r

NOUN/500

ADJ

PARTPASSE

VERB/500
TND

TND

PtPa

IdPr
SbPr

Fem
Msc

GND

PND
1st
3rd

Sg

2. Automaton A2 corresponding to the set of analyses for the wrong form

demander
INFINIT:PARTPASSE/1

INFINIT:VERB/501

IfPr:PtPa/2

IfPr:IdPr/2
IfPr:SbPr/2

GND:Msc PND

NND:Sg
GND

PND:1st

PND:3rd

3. Transducer T1:2, intersection (composition) of the two automata

Figure 5: Feedback. Computation of morphological di�erences between expected and wrong
forms, through automata composition. The expected form is �demander, verb,

in�nitive� (A1). The wrong form is �demandé, verb, past participle, masculine,

singular � (A2). They di�er in terms of mood/tense, gender and number (T1:2).
Table 1 presents the list of symbols used in these �nite-state machines.

1st �rst person IdPa past indicative Pl plural
2nd second person IdPr present indicative PtPr present participle
3rd third person IfPr present in�nitive PtPa past participle
ADJ adjective INFINIT in�nitive SbIm imperfect subjunctive
ADV adverb Msc masculine SbPr present subjunctive
CdPr present conditional NND number unde�ned Sg singular
DET determinant NOUN noun SPACE space, blank
Fem female PARTPASSE past participle SYMBOL symbol
GND gender unde�ned PND person unde�ned TND tense unde�ned

Table 1: List of symbols used in Figure 5
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Result of the correction

Le ___ jeune pourraient demandé run n'entretien au conseil_

quoiqu'en dise ces aîners et qu'elles quen soient les conséquences.

Dictation original

Le plus jeune pourrait demander un entretien au conseil,

quoi qu'en disent ses aînés et quelles qu'en soient les conséquences.

Figure 6: Result of the correction compared with the dictation original. In the correction,
a wrong word is underlined in red and inside it, the error itself is printed in red.

a) b)

c)

d) f)

e)

g) h)

Figure 7: Examples of feedback, illustrating some errors of Figure 6. Feedback is shown in
pop-up windows, initially hidden to the user. A given pop-up appears when the
user passes the mouse pointer over the corresponding error.
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5. Evaluation

For 40 years (1969�2008), Prof. Michèle Lenoble-Pinson at the Facultés Universitaires Saint-
Louis (Brussels, Belgium) gave her 1st and 2nd year degree students a dictation examination.
In all, the corresponding corpus contains 40 dictations, with a total of 1,300 copies, which
have recently been digitized (Fairon and Simon 2009). This digitization provided the occa-
sion to classify the 13,255 errors in the copies into various types, which we shall be presenting
later. In the remainder of this article, the digitized version of this corpus is referred to as
Digitized Lenoble-Pinson (DLP).

Our evaluation was carried out on 5 years of the DLP (one year in �ve from 1969
onwards), i.e. 5 di�erent dictations, resulting in 115 copies that include 1,532 errors. We
evaluated the correction system in terms of e�ciency and performance. The performance
tested involved the detection module and the feedback module.

E�ciency. The evaluation was carried out on an HP Compaq 8000 Elite, Intel Core Quad
CPU 2,66GHz 64 bits, 4 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 10.04.2. The application was compiled
in such a way as to use only a single CPU.

The execution time corresponds to the interval between the moment the system receives
a �le for processing and the moment the response is completely generated in the form of
an HTML �le capable of being displayed in a browser. On average, the system processes a
character in 0.17 ms (σ 0.04ms) and a word in 1.05 ms (σ 0.23ms). Thus overall the system
is e�cient and fairly consistent. For instance, a dictation of 56 sentences, containing 3,559
characters in 566 words, is processed in 590ms (0.16ms per character, 1.04ms per word).

Evaluation of the detection. The evaluation was semi-automatic. First, a script per-
formed an �improved di��, parsing the DLP and the output of our system in parallel. This
allowed to automatically point out the di�erences, in terms of error location, between the
two corpora. Then, the di�erences were compared manually. The successful detection rate
is 99%: out of 1,532 errors, 11 were incorrectly aligned by the system. These mistakes
are all of the same type: they concern spurious or missing passages that should have been
considered as a whole, but were split into pieces. In order to understand this phenomenon,
here is an example of a missing passage aligned incorrectly:

... français____________________e_______________________________.

... française, quels qu'en puissent être la gravité et le nombre.

Contrary to all expectations, the system has aligned the `e' of `française' to the `ent' of
`puissent'. After analysing the weighting of the di�erent possible alignments, this error is in
fact due to the �lter, which gives preference to the substitution e ↔ ent (cost = 1) and by
the same token, avoids two deletions (n and t, at a cost of 3 per deletion).

However, we varied the costs assigned to the various operations: in spite of everything,
this type of unwanted alignment recurred on other strings. This is due to the very principle
of edit distance, the objective of which is �rst and foremost to determine the minimum

number of operations to allow one string to be converted into another, even if this is to
the detriment of their alignment. In biology, where the identi�cation of sequences common
to two sections of DNA is a real prerequisite in establishing �liations or genetic mutations,
the solution adopted has been to calculate local alignments, making it possible to identify
identical or extremely similar sequences, prior to determining the best way of aligning the
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divergent sequences using edit distance (Gus�eld 2007). We intend to evaluate this solution,
which seems entirely suitable for dictation

Feedback quality. Table 2 lists the types of errors from PlatON and from the DLP. Many
of the categories and sub-categories in the two lists are identical or very similar. This is
the case for the category �punctuation� and most of the �transcription� errors. However,
it can be noted that the sub-categories �illegible sequence� and �hyphenation problem� do
not appear in PlatON. In fact, these errors were apparent in the hand-written copies, but
disappeared from the dictations when they were coded. Conversely, space errors appear
under PlatON, but not for the DLP. These, too, correspond to typing mistakes, and thus to
errors not present in the hand-written dictations.

Contrary to the DLP, PlatON o�ers a three-level feedback for the categories �usage�,
�grammar�, and �usage/grammar�:

1. a super�cial description, which is the error's category: lexical, grammatical or
lexical and grammatical ;

2. an in-depth description, which highlights the morphological features of the error.
For instance, the in-depth description of a grammatical error points out the gender
and/or the number when the error occurs in a noun, while it points out the mood/tense
and/or the person when the error occurs in a verb;

3. the complete morphological analysis of both correct and wrong forms.

Actually, establishing this three-level feedback starts out from the morphological analysis
and ends up with the super�cial description. For example, a morphological analysis that
highlights a di�erence in terms of gender between two forms leads to the in-depth description
�error in terms of gender�, which in turn allows the super�cial description �grammatical
error� to be o�ered. As all this information was available to us, it seemed to us worthwhile
to present it in its entirety, rather than restricting ourselves to a super�cial description.

The DLP error type list does have the advantage of having a �homophony� category,
unlike that of PlatON. Given that PlatON does not currently have a phonetic compari-
son module, we preferred to leave the homophones of the corpus in the categories �usage�,
�grammar� and �usage/grammar�. Although less precise, this classi�cation is however not
incorrect. All the same, it should be noted that the classi�cation in the DLP probably
needs to be made more uniform. For example, the confusion quelque ↔ quel que is correctly
classi�ed under �homophony�, unlike quelquefois ↔ quelle que fois, which is classi�ed under
the �usage� category.

The evaluation of the feedback only covered the 1,521 errors that were correctly detected
(aligned) by the system. The evaluation was carried out in a semi-automatic manner.
For the categories that are identical or similar in both systems, validation was carried out
automatically. For the other categories, the PlatON feedback was validated manually. We
evaluated the pertinence of the super�cial and in-depth description. For the errors in the
�usage�, �grammar� and �usage/grammar� categories, we also evaluated the quality of the
morpho-syntactic analysis.

The results obtained are given in Table 3. In its current state, the super�cial description
is 97.2% correct, the in-depth description 96%, and the morpho-syntactic analysis 87.7%.
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PlatON LPN

Usage Lexical errors Usage + spelling
+ out-of-vocabulary word
+ analysis of the correct form
Case/diacritic error Usage + case

Grammar Grammatical error Grammar + adjective
+ number and/or gender Grammar + determinant
+ analysis of the two forms Grammar + noun

Grammar + past participle
Grammatical error Grammar + verb +
+ mood/tense and/or person mood/tense/person
+ analysis of the two forms

Usage and Lexical and grammatical error
grammar + lemma and category

+ analysis of the n/m forms

Homophony Homophone

Punctuation Spurious punctuation Punctuation + spurious
Missing punctuation Punctuation + missing
Punctuation error Punctuation + error

Transcription Missing word Transcription + missing sequence
Missing sequence
Missing sentence
Spurious word Transcription + spurious sequence
Spurious sequence
Spurious sentence

Transcription + illegible sequence
Transcription + hyphenation problem

Spurious space
Missing space
Space error

Table 2: Correspondence between feedback. In the PlatON typology, super�cial description
is in bold, in-depth description, in normal and morphological analysis, in italic
font. Original typologies were in French.

In all, the quality of the results decreases with the depth of the analysis. This is due to
the fact that an error in an analysis at a given depth does not always have a negative e�ect
on the quality of the analysis proposed at the level above. For example, let us assume that
the learner writes �rappelle� instead of �rappellent�, and that the correct form should be a
subjunctive. If the system considers that both forms are in the indicative, there is an error
in the morpho-syntactic analysis. However, this error will have no in�uence on the in-depth
description, which will specify that the error in fact lies in terms of the number of the verb.
Along the same lines, if the in-depth description �error in terms of gender and number� is
o�ered, when all that was expected was �gender error�, the super�cial description will be
identical all the same: �grammatical error�.

In certain cases, the morpho-syntactic analysis fails because the lexical form, correct or
incorrect, is wrongly absent from our lexicon. This is the case, for example, for bathysphère
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Super�cial In-depth Morpho-syntactic
Type of error feedback feedback analysis

Usage 436/441 98,9% 434/441 98,4% 244/278 87,8%

Grammar 428/453 94,5% 411/453 90,7% 401/453 87,7%

Usage and 62/69 89,5% 62/69 89,5% 51/63 80,9%
grammar

Punctuation 457/457 100% 457/457 100% �

Transcription 96/101 95% 96/101 95% �

Total 1479/1521 97,2% 1460/1521 96% 696/794 87,7%

Table 3: Evaluation of the feedback

and Tyrrhénienne. However, most often, the analysis fails due to a lack of contextual
information. In this case, there is an error in terms of the grammatical features attributed
to the correct form (disent : indicative↔ subjunctive; testez : indicative↔ imperative) at the
time of preparing the dictation. Currently, we are considering remedying this problem with
the help of local grammar, which will verify the absence or presence of certain constraining
factors in the context surrounding an ambiguous form and which ought to improve the
decision-making at the level of the language model. However, to avoid producing incorrect
feedback that could mislead the learner, we intend to implement the �moins-disante� strategy
proposed by Kraif and Ponton (2007), which consists in only presenting a piece of information
once its validity has been checked.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this article, we have described and evaluated an algorithm for the automatic correction
of dictation copies. It comprises three steps: detecting the errors in the copy, assigning tags
to the errors, and producing feedback that is guided, on the one hand, by the tags assigned,
and on the other hand, by the morpho-syntactic analysis of the dictation original.

The evaluation of the detection stage has revealed the fact that the module still does not
e�ectively handle all missing and spurious passages, and ought to be supplemented by a prior
search for identical and similar passages. The evaluation of the feedback stage has shown
that it would be worthwhile augmenting the morpho-syntactic analysis currently being used,
and also that the detail of the feedback o�ered probably ought to be varied, as part of a
�moins-disante� strategy, depending on the con�dence level of the information proposed by
the morpho-syntactic analysis.

That said, the e�ectiveness of the system and the overall level of performance recorded
mean we can indeed envisage real exploitation of this type of application. We are in contact
with educators at several levels, from secondary to university, and we will shortly be testing
the system within these various communities. One of the objectives will of course be to
verify the robustness of the system. But another, much more important, objective will be
to validate the process as a whole, from the ergonomics of the platform implementation to
the pertinence of the feedback produced as a function of the public addressed.
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